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ABSTRACT
Biochemical network maps are helpful for
understanding the mechanism of how a collection
of biochemical reactions generate particular
functions within a cell. We developed a new and
computationally feasible notation that enables
drawing a wide resolution map from the domain-
level reactions to phenomenological events and
implemented it as the extended GUI network
constructor of CADLIVE (Computer-Aided Design
of LIVing systEms). The new notation presents
‘Domain expansion’ for proteins and RNAs, ‘Virtual
reaction and nodes’ that are responsible for illus-
trating domain-based interaction and ‘InnerLink’
that links real complex nodes to virtual nodes to
illustrate the exact components of the real
complex. A modular box is also presented that
packs related reactions as a module or a subnet-
work, which gives CADLIVE a capability to draw
biochemical maps in a hierarchical modular archi-
tecture. Furthermore, we developed a pathway
search module for virtual knockout mutants as
a built-in application of CADLIVE. This module
analyzes gene function in the same way as molecular
genetics, which simulates a change in mutant
phenotypes or confirms the validity of the network
map. The extended CADLIVE with the newly pro-
posed notation is demonstrated to be feasible for
computational simulation and analysis.
INTRODUCTION
A cell orchestrates biochemical reactions to form
a molecular network that generates particular cellular
functions in tissues or environment. It is important to
elucidate not only the function of each individual
interaction but also that of the associated pathways as
a whole. Biochemical network maps are expected to
organize a variety of biochemical reactions or biological
knowledge in an accurate, complete and comprehensive
manner. Such pathway maps play a key role in exploring
gene function or the mechanism of how network
architectures generate a particular cellular function.
A universal graphical notation is necessary for diagrams
of biochemical networks that could be used worldwide as
well as electronic circuit diagrams (http://wwwsbgnorg.).
The graphical diagrams are helpful for predicting possible
experimental results or for sharing the common under-
standing of biochemical models among scientists.
Graphical notations require two features: one is
a diagram-based network map that can be readily under-
stood by humans; the other a text-based database that
can be automatically processed by computers. They need
to be implemented by a graphical user interface (GUI)
to describe or draw biochemical network maps in a simple
manner, which eliminates the need for laborious, time-
consuming and annoying activities typically involved in
this process.
With an increase in the number of biochemical
interactions, there is a great need for computational
tools with standard diagram notations for drawing
a variety of biochemical reactions such as transcription,
translation, transport, binding, modiﬁcation and meta-
bolic reactions(1–7). Such notations require deﬁning
explicit models of molecular networks for computer
simulation or organizing available information on mole-
cular interactions that encompasses the possible processes
or pathways and combinatorially complex processes.
Among many diagram notations two types are the
mainstream: molecular interaction maps (MIMs) (8) and
process diagrams (3–5). Two criteria mainly feature these
diagram notations: one is the temporal order of reactions
and the other is the compact drawings. Process diagrams
explicitly draw reaction ﬂows in the temporal order.
By contrast the MIMs employ the entity relationship
model that would distinguish various types of molecular
interactions rather than reaction ﬂows. The MIMs that
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explicit MIM models that draw all reactions explicitly
by arrows and edges, heuristic MIM models that organize
the available information about molecular interactions,
and combinatorial MIM models that describe combina-
torially complex reactions(9). Concerning compact draw-
ings, graphical notations can be classiﬁed depending on
whether named elementary symbols are allowed to repeat-
edly appear on a map. Most process diagrams allow
the named elementary symbols to repeatedly appear on
a map and directly or intuitively illustrate the process of
how reactions proceed with little or no description in
accompanying text. By contrast, a major consideration
for the entity relationship model or the MIMs is the
capability to trace all known interactions of any given
molecular species. Accordingly, each molecular species
ideally appears only once in a diagram and all interactions
involving those species emanate from a single elementary
symbol. Thus, the MIM model enables drawing complex
reactions in compact space. At present process diagrams
have been implemented by several software suits to draw
biochemical maps (4,5,10), while there are only a few
computational tools that implement the MIMs (7).
Biochemical networks must be handled in wide
resolution from a ﬁne-grained level in biochemistry to
a coarse-grained level in postgenomic data or phenomen-
ological events. Postgenomic technology infers a
large-scale map of gene interaction networks or generates
a protein–protein interaction map, while advanced
biochemistry intensively studies molecular interactions
at the domain levels of proteins or RNAs. In general,
protein function changes, depending on which domains
or sites are modiﬁed or bound by regulatory factors. There
are many interaction or modiﬁcation sites that have
diverse eﬀects on function and the potential number
of modiﬁcation-multimerization combinations is tremen-
dous (2,11). Thus, it is important to draw molecular
networks at the domain level.
In terms of the increased size of biochemical networks,
MIMs are promising notations because they compactly
place lots of interactions from the domain level reactions
to the phenomenological events. However, the domain-
level notation of MIMs has not yet been implemented into
a computer application probably due to complexity of
domain-level notations. It is required to propose a logical
or computationally feasible MIM notation at the
domain level.
The CADLIVE GUI network constructor had been
presented as a software suite for drawing large-scale
biochemical reactions in computer (7). It basically
improves the explicit MIM model for computer
edition of a network map and computer simulation, thus
it has a characteristic feature of process diagrams where
all reaction pathways can be traced in the temporal order.
Thus, CADLIVE is able to draw biochemical reactions
within compact space in the temporal order of reactions.
However, CADLIVE has not presented the domain-level
notation yet. There has been no computational tool
that draws MIMs at the domain level. To draw
biochemical maps at the domain levels, we have proposed
a novel and computationally feasible notation and
implemented it into CADLIVE. The new notation enables
CADLIVE to draw a wide resolution map from the
domain-level reactions to phenomenological events.
A modular box is also presented that packs related
reactions as a module or a subnetwork, which gives
CADLIVE a capability to draw biochemical maps in
a hierarchical modular architecture. Furthermore, as a
useful analyzer of CADLIVE-built network maps we have
developed a pathway search module for virtual knockout
mutants. This module demonstrates that the extended
CADLIVE is feasible for computer simulation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Improved notation ofCADLIVE
The previous version of the CADLIVE network
constructor was a software suite for drawing a large-
scale map of molecular interactions and for registering
their associated regulator-reaction equations (RREs) in
an extension of SBML level 2 (7,12). Notice that the
previous version neither presents any method for the
domain-level drawings nor does implement any pathway
analyzer. CADLIVE basically improves Kohn’s explicit
MIM notation in terms of computer simulation, which
describes signal transduction pathways and metabolic
circuits in a form that can be readily processed by
both computers and humans. Thus, CADLIVE enables
compactly drawing complex reactions in the temporal
order of reactions, such as multicomplex formation,
protein modiﬁcation, regulation of transcription and
transport between organelles. The previous notations
for CADLIVE are improved as shown in Figure 1,
where some reaction arrows are revised to clearly
distinguish their reactions.
The RREs and their associated graphical notation
represent not only known interactions but also ambiguous
reactions or phenomenological events, as shown in
Supplementary Table 1. The RRE is described by:
Regulator ð o=  >> =   IIÞ Substrates ! Products
where a reaction process is divided into the regulator part
and the associated regulated reaction. The regulator is
classiﬁed as one of three diﬀerent categories: enzyme (-o),
activator (->>), or inhibitor (-II).
Newly designed notations atthe domain level
Biochemical networks can be drawn in wide resolution
from domain-based interactions to phenomenological
events. The phenomenological events can be regarded
as some of the semantic interactions that are meaning
ﬂows of the reactions or events whose molecular mechani-
sms are not clear, e.g. gene interactions inferred from
a DNA microarray and protein–protein interactions. The
domain-based reactions indicate the interaction of how
proteins and RNAs are assembled or modiﬁed at
particular domains or sites. Many cellular functions are
performed by domains being modiﬁed, e.g. the functions
of p53 protein change depending on which domains
are modiﬁed or bound by some regulatory factors.
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proteins and RNAs.
We propose a new notation together with a computa-
tional tool that enables CADLIVE to draw domain-level
maps as shown in Figure 2. The new notation is provided
as the addition to the previous or improved notation
(Figure 1). It consists of ‘Domain expansion’ for proteins
and RNAs, ‘Virtual reaction and nodes’ that are
responsible for illustrating domain-based interactions,
and ‘InnerLink’ that links real complex nodes to virtual
nodes to illustrate the exact components of the real
complex.
Domain expansion. Protein complexes, proteins or RNAs
can be expanded into subunits or domains that behave as
a functional entity (Figure 2A). The domain is an element
of overall structure that has a particular biological
function independently. Many domains are not unique
to the protein products but instead appear in a variety of
proteins. Domains are often named and singled out
because they ﬁgure prominently in the biological function
of the protein they belong to. The domain or subunit
denotes the binding site or functional site of RNAs,
proteins, or complexes. Each domain or subunit can be
named and linked to Virtual reactions and nodes to
illustrate domain-level or subunit-level interactions.
Virtual reactions and nodes. Virtual reactions and
nodes are employed to explain details of the process of
complex formation and modiﬁcation at the domain level,
illustrating which domains are modiﬁed or assembled.
Virtual reactions are always employed together with
the virtual nodes. They do not really occur but just
indicate which domains are modiﬁed or bound by other
molecules or domains. They are literally virtual. As shown
in Figure 2B, the notation consists of four virtual
reactions: virtual_binding, virtual_binding_with_stoichio-
metric_changes, virtual_homo_association_or_modiﬁca-
tion, and virtual_homo_association_or_modiﬁcation_
with_stoichiometric_changes.
Link of a real node to virtual nodes. InnerLink is designed
as the arrow that links the real species to the virtual
ones, which tells how the real molecule is modiﬁed or
assembled (Figure 2C). The InnerLink arrows emanate
just from a real complex or modiﬁed node, which is named
a source species, to connect target virtual or real nodes.
Activation
Inhibition
Enzymatic catalysis
Regulatory interaction
Homo association or modification
Homo association or modification
with stoichiometric changes
Binding
Binding with stoichiometric changes
Reversible conversion
Irreversible conversion
Degradation
Translation
Transport
Transition state
Reaction
Set Modified from transition state
Protein synthesis
Transcription
Figure 1. Improved graphical notation for regulators and reactions.
The previous version of CADLIVE was improved to make clear the
type of reactions. The regulator arrows are colored. The arrows of
‘homo association and modiﬁcation’ and ‘homo association and
modiﬁcation with stoichiometric changes’ are revised. The reaction of
‘Set Modiﬁed from transition state’ is newly added.
Virtual binding
Virtual binding with stoichiometric changes
InnerLink arrow
Virtual homo association or modification
Virtual homo association or modification
with stoichiometric changes
P D1 D2
Domain expansion
A
B
C
RNA D1 D2
Figure 2. New notations in CADLIVE. These notations enable drawing
a biochemical network at the domain or subunit level. (A) Protein P
or RNA is expanded into two domains or two subunits (D1 and D2).
(B) Virtual reactions and nodes. (C) The InnerLink arrow connects the
real complex node (ﬁlled circle, source species) to the virtual node
(open circle, target species) to illustrate the exact components of the
real complex.
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the linked nodes or indicates the exact components of
the source species.
InstructionofhowtouseDomainexpansion,Virtualreactions
andnodes andInnerLink
To explain how the new notations are applied to drawings
of a biochemical network map, we present three examples
as shown in Figure 3.
Phosphorylation of domains. As shown in Figure 3A the
protein with two phosphorylation sites: the domain A and
domain B are illustrated. The A and B domain of the
protein are phosphorylated in turn, then the B domain
is dephosphorylated, which results in Protein-P(A).
To visualize which domains are modiﬁed, we employ
Virtual reaction and nodes with InnerLinks. Each
phosphorylated protein has the InnerLink pointing to
the virtual nodes, indicating which domains are modiﬁed.
Phosphorus exchange reaction. As shown in Figure 3B
the exchange reaction of a phosphate group, Pro1+Pro2-
P!Pro1-P+Pro2, exempliﬁes the use of Virtual reaction
and nodes with InnerLink. Phosphorus is exchanged
from Pro2-P to Pro1, where the ATP-dependent phos-
phorylation of Pro1 does not occur. Instead, the virtual
node of Pro1-P is displayed by the virtual reaction that
Pro1 is phosphorylated. The function of ‘Set Modiﬁed
Molecule’ makes a modiﬁed molecule arbitrarily from
the transition state. Using this function, the ﬁlled circle
of the Pro1-P is created from the transition state. The
ﬁlled circle points to the virtual node of Pro1-P, which
indicates that the ﬁlled circle is Pro1-P. The virtual
reactions are not the real ones but show the site of
modiﬁcation.
Protein binding and modification. As shown in Figure 3C,
Pro1, Pro2 and Pro3 are expanded into the A, B and C
domains, D and E domains, and F, G and H domains,
respectively. Pro1 and Pro2 form the complex by the
B domain being bound to the E domain. The InnerLink
generated from this complex points to the virtual
node, indicating that the B and E domains are bound.
The complex of Pro1 and Pro2 binds to Pro3, forming the
triple complex of Pro1:Pro2:Pro3. The InnerLink emanat-
ing from the triple complex shows that the D domain of
Pro2 is bound to the F domain of Pro3. The virtual nodes
and reactions show how the proteins are assembled at
the domain level.
White andblack boxes
CADLIVE is able to draw a wide resolution map from the
domain level to a phenomenological event level on
the ‘Network Constructor’ window. Since complicated
drawings often make a network map complicated or
confused, we present ‘WhiteBox’ that packs related
nodes into a module or a subnetwork as shown in
Figure 4. Since WhiteBox is able to include itself,
biochemical networks can be drawn in a hierarchical
modular architecture. WhiteBox is handled on the menu
of ‘List of WhiteBox’. ‘BlackBox’ denotes the subnetwork
whose molecular mechanisms or reactions are unknown.
It is allowed to place an unknown subnetwork as
a BlackBox symbol. BlackBox is edited in the same
manner as the species.
Pro
A
B
+P(A) +P(B)
ADP ATP
3 4 5
Pro1
Pro2
+P 2
3
+P
2
1 1
Pro1 A B C
Pro2 D E
Pro3 F G H
1
2
3
4
A B
C
Figure 3. Example models for presenting how to use the new notation.
(A) Phosphorylation reactions at the domain level. The protein of Pro
is expanded into the domains of A and B. h1i The virtual node
indicates the state that Pro is phosphorylated on the B domain. h2i The
virtual node indicates the state that Pro is phosphorylated on the A
domain. h3i The real node of phosphorylated Pro (Pro-P) is produced.
The InnerLink arrow (green) shows that the A domain
is phosphorylated. h4i The real node of Pro-P-P is produced.
The InnerLink arrow shows both the A and B domains are
phosphorylated. h5i The real node of Pro-P is produced by depho-
sphorylation of Pro-P-P. The InnerLink arrow indicates the B domain
is phosphorylated. (B) A phosphorus exchange reaction (Pro1+Pro2-P
-> Pro1-P+Pro2). h1i The virtual node indicates the state that Pro1 is
phosphorylated. h2i The real node of Pro2-P is produced. h3i The
InnerLink arrow indicates that the real node is Pro1-P. (C) Synthesis of
the protein complex of Pro1:Pro2:Pro3. h1i The virtual node indicates
the state that the B domain of Pro1 is bound to the E domain of Pro2.
h2i The virtual node indicates the state that the D domain of Pro2 is
bound to the F domain of Pro3. h3i The real node of Pro1:Pro2
is produced. The InnerLink arrow indicates that the B domain of
Pro1 is bound to the E domain of Pro2. h4i The real node of
Pro1:Pro2:Pro3 is produced. The InnerLinik arrow indicates that the D
domain of Pro2 is bound to the F domain of Pro3.
WhiteBox
BlackBox
?
Figure 4. New notations for drawing modular architectures or
unknown modules.
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In CADLIVE the computational function of the notation
consisting of the real reactions and nodes is deﬁnitely
separated from that of the newly presented notation
involving the domain expansion and virtual reactions and
nodes. This functional separation protects the RREs,
which are provided by the real reactions and nodes,
from being interfered by the virtual reactions and nodes.
The RREs basically correspond to the real reaction and
nodes. The newly presented notation plays a complemen-
tary or optional role in intelligibly illustrating the
interactions at the domain level. Thus, CADLIVE is
able to switch oﬀ the new notations from the screen as
shown in Supplementary Figure 1.
Computer simulation
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the
CADLIVE notation to computer simulation and to
provide convenient computational tools, we developed
the pathway search module for virtual knockout mutants,
which enables exploration of gene function as well
as gene knockout experiment in molecular biology or
molecular genetics. Details of the algorithm and imple-
mentation are shown in Supplementary Figures 2–5.
The modules for pathway search and virtual gene
knockout utilize the real reactions and nodes described
by RREs.
GUI application of the extendedCADLIVE
All the functions of the CADLIVE network constructor
are written in JAVA and are available from the screen
shown in Supplementary Figure 6. Each process of
map drawings and pathway search for virtual knockout
mutants is shown in Supplementary Figures 7–11.
This version is 2.75. CADLIVE with the detailed
instruction is freely available from: http://www.cadlive.jp.
Summary ofthe extended CADLIVE network constructor
We summarize the notation and computational functions
implemented by the extended CADLIVE.
(i) CADLIVE draws biochemical reactions in the
temporal order and in principle a molecular species
appears in only one place on a map.
(ii) Molecular interactions are two types: regulators
(contingency or modiﬁer) and reactions.
Contingency is used in Kohn’s MIM maps and
has almost the same deﬁnition as CADLIVE.
(iii) Molecular interactions are shown by diﬀerent types
of arrows, which are readily distinguished by
diﬀerent arrowheads.
(iv) Elementary species are associated with various
symbols and are named, while a small ﬁlled circle
represents the complex or modiﬁed molecule.
(v) A small ﬁlled circle on a reaction arrow indicates
the product of the reaction. The species type of the
circle is distinguished by the reaction arrows.
(vi) Complexes, proteins or RNAs are expanded into
multiple subunits or domains.
(vii) Virtual reactions and nodes are presented to
illustrate the domains or sites to be modiﬁed or
assembled, enabling a ﬁne-grained resolution map.
(viii) InnerLink that emanates from a source species is
presented to illustrate the exact components that
constitute the source species.
(ix) WhiteBox packs related reactions into subnetworks
or modules and enables visualizing biochemical
networks in a hierarchical manner.
(x) Since biological reactions are exactly deﬁned,
CADLIVE prohibits drawing the reactions that
are unlikely to occur in terms of biology.
(xi) The function for drawing the real reactions and
nodes are separated from that for the virtual
reactions and nodes and the domain expansion.
(xii) The pathway search analyzer for virtual knockout
mutants is implemented, where the real reactions
and nodes are employed to perform such analyses.
Biochemical maps
Mammalian translation initiation system. To demonstrate
the function of the new notations: Domain expansion,
Virtual reactions and nodes, InnerLink and WhiteBox,
we employ a mammalian translation initiation system as
a biochemical network model (13–15). Translation is the
process by which the information contained in mRNA
is used to synthesize a polypeptide. The polypeptide
can be assembled once RNA binds to a ribosome. The
translation consists of a series of multiple reaction
steps and relates a variety of molecules such as RNAs,
proteins and metabolites, forming a complex system.
Details of the biochemical network map are explained in
Supplementary Text 1.
p53 and Mdm2 system. To compare CADLIVE with
the Kohn’s MIMs(17), we draw the biochemical map of
the p53 and Mdm2 network by using CADLIVE. The
biochemical network is the same as presented by Kohn.
The tumor suppressor protein p53 and its partner Mdm2
play a major role in providing a robust property to DNA
damage. These two proteins are the network hubs that
integrate signals from growth stimulus, DNA damage, or
replication status. Defects of these proteins deﬁnitely lead
to cancer. The p53-Mdm2 system controls their activities
and regulates expression of genes that stop cell cycle
progression or induce apoptosis.
RESULTS
Application toamammalian translation initiation system
A biochemical network map in a mammalian translation
initiation system is successfully drawn at the domain
level as shown in Figure 5. An mRNA is expanded into
the cap structure, initiation site and poly(A) tail.
The complex (ﬁlled circle) h1i points to the virtual node
(white circle) through the InnerLink arrow, indicating
that the cap of the mRNA binds the 40S ribosome
complex with eIF3:eIF1A and the Met-tRNAi:eIF2:GTP.
The complex h2i points to the virtual node through
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mRNA binds the 40S complex with eIF3:eIF1A and
Met-tRNAi:eIF2:GTP. The complex h3i is linked to the
virtual node by InnerLink, indicating that the complex
consists of 40S, 60S, the initiation site of the mRNA
and Met-tRNAi. This initiation complex is produced by
eIF5. The protein complex of eIF4F h4i has the eIF4E
and eIF4G subunits. These subunits are drawn in the
same manner as the domain expansion method. The
modiﬁed molecule of eIF4-P h5i points to the virtual node
by InnerLink, indicating that the subunit eIF4E is
phosphorylated. The binding complex of eIF4:BP h6i is
linked to the virtual node by InnerLink, indicating that
the eIF4E subunit binds to BP. The protein complex
of eIF2 is expanded into three subunits: eIF2a, eIF2b
and eIF2g. The modiﬁed protein of eIF2-P h7i points to
the virtual node by InnerLink, indicating that the serine
51 site of the eIF2a subunit is phosphorylated by GCN2.
The GCN2 protein h8i has two domains: a kinase
domain and RNA-binding domain. The phosphorylation
activity of GCN2 is activated by the complex h9i,
which is linked to the virtual node by InnerLink,
indicating that the tRNA binds to the binding domain
of GCN2.
As shown in Supplementary Figure 8, WhiteBox is
employed to decompose the entire translation initiation
model into functional modules in hierarchical structure.
The translation initiation model is divided into 6 modules:
the eIF2 module, the ribosome module, the eIF4 module,
the GCN2 module, the eIF5 module and the mRNA
complex module. The ribosome module is further decom-
posed into two modules: the 40S module and the 60S
module.
Comparison with Kohn’snotation
To compare the notation of CADLIVE with Kohn’s
MIMs, we drew the same p53 map as he presented
elsewhere(16). As shown in Figure 6, the new notations of
the Domain expansion, Virtual reactions and nodes and
InnerLink enabled drawing the domain level functions of
p53 that are changed by a variety of phosphorylation sites.
However, there are two major inconsistencies between
CADLIVE and Kohn’s notations. One is that CADLIVE
deﬁnitely needs specifying the temporal order to place
a complex species, while the MIMs do not. The other is
that CADLIVE allows for the explicit model but does not
allow for heuristic and combinatorial interpretation.
Here we show how CADLIVE overcomes these
inconsistencies. We present a solution for the ﬁrst problem
by using a plain example as shown in Figure 7A.
If a protein is phosphorylated at two domains, use of
Kohn’s MIM readily places this phosphorylated protein.
On the other hand, the CADLIVE needs a device to draw
the phosphorylated protein, because the CADLIVE
notation is based on the temporal order from the named
species, i.e. it must show the reaction order of how
two domains are phosphorylated. To solve this problem,
we use an unknown factor of X to place the phosphory-
lated protein as shown in Figure 7B. By using this device,
CADLIVE is able to draw the domain modiﬁcation
without indicating any explicit reaction order.
Second, CADLIVE, which has originally been devel-
oped for computer simulation, does not still present the
heuristic and combinatorial MIMs, while Kohn’s notation
allows for them. If CADLIVE draws all possible interac-
tions and molecules provided by heuristic and combina-
torial MIMs, it will need much more space, whereby
Figure 5. A biochemical network map of the mammalian translation initiation system. This map is drawn by the extended CADLIVE GUI editor.
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CADLIVE GUI editor.
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an idea to avoid this problem. Since the notation
of complex formation in CADLIVE is designed based
on Kohn’s MIMs, it is possible to apply heuristic or
combinatorial interpretation to the CADLIVE map, as
exempliﬁed by Figure 8. If heuristic or combinatorial
interpretation is applied to the CADLIVE map, users
can understand the p53 map in the similar manner to
Kohn’s notation (Figure 6). However, notice that the
RREs generated by CADLIVE correspond to the explicit
MIM but does not to the heuristic and combinatorial
MIMs. The heuristic and combinatorial interpretations
cannot be used for computer simulation.
Feasibility ofcomputational pathwayanalysis
To demonstrate that the extended CADLIVE performs
computational analysis, we apply pathway analysis to
two biochemical networks: a budding yeast cell cycle
network and an Escherichia coli ammonia assimilation
system. In the former model, we demonstrate the path-
ways search module conﬁrms the validity of the biochem-
ical network map or predicts its dynamic behavior
(Supplementary Figure 12 and Supplementary Table 4).
In the latter model, we show how redundant feedback
loops generate robust properties to multiple gene deletions
(Supplementary Figures 13 and 14, and Supplementary
Table 5). This module is very useful for the pathway
analysis of knockout mutants. The extended CADLIVE
with the newly proposed notation is demonstrated to be
available for computational simulation and analysis
DISCUSSION
Characterization of CADLIVE among several graphical
notations
Many graphical notations(1–5,7) have been proposed to
draw a biochemical network map and discussed to
establish a global standard notation like engineering
standards of architects, computers and electric circuits.
Yet it will take further extensive investigation to unify
it. Here we compare CADLIVE with other graphical
notations from many aspects, e.g. the temporal order of
reactions, compact drawings, resolution of a map,
a variety of reactions, how to draw unclear reactions or
non-mechanistic reactions and simulation-oriented
+2P
A D1 D2
X
+P +P
A D1       D2
1
2
P P
A B
Figure 7. Demonstration of how the notation of the extended
CADLIVE corresponds to that of the explicit MIM of Kohn’s.
(A) Kohn’s notation. Species A is expanded into the D1 and D2
domains. The ﬁlled circle h1i is A-P-P whose D1 and D2 domains are
phosphorylated. This map does not show how the product h1i is
produced. (B) CADLIVE notation. Since CADLIVE must show how a
product is produced from an elementary species, we assume that the
product of A-P-P is produced by unknown factors of X, where we do
not show any mechanism of how it is produced. The ﬁlled circle h2i
indicates A-P-P where the D1 and D2 domains are phosphorylated.
The ﬁlled circles of h1,2i are the same species and the new notation of
CADLIVE replaces the domain description by Kohn.
A
A
+P
B
1
2
B 
A
+P
B
C 1
2
3
Interpretation 
Regulator reaction equation 
explicit heuristic  combinatorial
A+B  <->  A:B  <1>  yes  yes  yes 
A-P->> A+B <-> A:B  <1>  yes  yes  yes 
A-P+B<-> A-P:B  <1>  no maybe yes 
Interpretation 
Regulator reaction equation 
explicit heuristic  combinatorial
A+B  <->  A:B  <1>  yes  yes  yes 
A:B+C <-> A:B:C  <2>  yes  yes  yes 
A-P+B<-> A-P:B  <1>  no maybe yes 
A+C  <->  A:C  <2>  no  maybe  no 
B+C  <->  B:C  <2>  no  maybe  no 
A-P+C <-> A-P:C <2> no  maybe  no 
A-P+B+C <->A-P:B:C  <2>  no  maybe  yes 
Figure 8. Example models of the explicit, heuristic and combinatorial interpretation in CADLIVE. Tyree types of interpretation for the reactions are
described in the side table. The number in the parentheses in the tables indicates the product species in the ﬁgures. For any RRE, interpretation is
stated as, ‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘maybe’. ‘Yes’ and ‘no’ mean that the reaction occurs and does not, respectively, which depends on the employed
interpretation. In the heuristic column, ‘maybe’ means that it is not known whether the products marked by the number are synthesized. Although
the notation of CADLIVE has originally been designed as an explicit MIM, it is possible to apply heuristic and combinatorial interpretation to a
map of CADLIVE, because the CADLIVE notation is built based on Kohn’s MIM. Note that the RREs generated by the CADLIVE editor
correspond to the explicit MIM but does not to the heuristic and combinatorial MIMs.
e134 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 20 PAGE8 OF10notation, as described in Supplementary Table 6. The
feature common to many notations is to employ the
regulator (modiﬁer, contingency)-reaction model where
regulator symbols, such as activator, inhibitors and
enzymes, act on reaction arrows. As major criteria that
distinguish the graphical notations we refer the temporal
order of reactions and compact drawings. Process
diagrams including cell designer, patika (4) and BioD (5)
employ the temporal order of reactions that readily
enables computer simulation. CADLIVE also can draw
all reactions in the temporal order because it emphasizes
pathway exploration or dynamic simulation (17). By
contrast, MIMs are the entity relationship models that
can draw potentially possible interactions explicitly or
implicitly without insisting on the temporal order of
reactions. Regarding compact drawings, a decisive factor
is whether redundant appearance of the named molecular
symbols is allowed or not. Most process diagrams allow
the named molecular symbols to repeatedly appear on
a map, while Kohn’s MIMs and CADLIVE present a
ﬁlled circle drawing a complex molecule to avoid
redundant appearance of the named molecular species.
Thus, CADLIVE is characterized mainly by two features
that enable drawing the temporal order of reactions for
computer simulation (process diagram) and enable com-
pact drawings that do not allow any redundant appear-
ance of named molecular species (MIM).
We discuss the conceptual and technical diﬀerences
between Kohn’s MIMs and the CADLIVE notation.
Kohn’s MIM notations aim at presenting many electric
maps of large-scale networks on the web in the same
manner as KEGG (11), while they are neither implemented
into computer application nor employ RREs. The MIMs
are not used for computer simulation. On the other hand,
the advantages of the CADLIVE notation are to readily
enable computational edition of complicated pathways
and to automatically convert a map into RREs in an
SBML extension format. In addition, the drawings by
CADLIVE are restricted to biologically possible reactions.
This does not allow users to draw any biochemical
reactions that are unlikely to occur in terms of biology,
e.g. the translation arrow is not attached to metabolite
symbols. This restriction greatly reduces errors in bio-
chemical network maps. The CADLIVE notation also
facilitates editing, updating and integrating large-scale
biochemical maps, visualizes a map in a diﬀerent way and
performs computer simulation. The applicability of the
extended CADLIVE to computational pathway analyses is
demonstrated by using two biochemical network models
(Supplementary Figures 12–14 and Supplementary
Tables 4 and 5).
A new graphical notation of CADLIVE
A novel and computationally feasible notation at the
domain level is implemented into the extended version of
the CADLIVE network constructor. The new notation
consists of three major functions: Domain expansion,
Virtual reactions and nodes and InnerLink. Virtual
reactions and nodes are not real ones but are used to
just indicate which domains are modiﬁed or assembled.
InnerLink connects such virtual nodes to the real complex
species and illustrate all components of the complex
molecules. Addition of the new notation enables
CADLIVE to draw a wide resolution map from the
domain level to phenomenological events. Furthermore,
we presented another new function, WhiteBox, to pack
related reactions into a module box or a subnetwork.
This function is useful for revealing the hierarchical
modular architecture of a map. An eﬀective decomposi-
tion by WhiteBox leads to an understanding of modular
architecture of biochemical networks.
In the ﬁeld of software engineering the Uniﬁed
Modeling Language (UML) are presented for object
modeling. UML is a general-purpose modeling language
that includes a standardized graphical notation used
to create an abstract model of a system and uses a variety
of diagrams, because a graphical diagram alone cannot
readily describe details of large-scale and complex systems.
A full understanding of biological functions of molecules,
their associated pathway networks and dynamic behaviors
generated by their networks may require a variety
of graphical diagrams. At present, MIMs and process
diagrams have been proposed to design biochemical
networks. Each has a diﬀerent function: the former
emphasizes the molecular interactions and the latter
indicates the signal or mass ﬂow in molecular processes.
CADLIVE has both features by adopting an explicit
MIM with the temporal order of reactions. In the future,
as well as UML we need to develop uniﬁed graphical
diagrams to precisely understand the molecular architec-
ture of biochemical systems, to represent common
biological knowledge, or to rationally design a large-
scale biochemical systems.
Anintegrative system forsimulation
Designing the molecular interaction networks of a whole
cell requires data convertibility among various databases
because many reaction maps need to be integrated. Thus,
the extended CADLIVE network constructor employs
an SBML2-based representation, which provides the
dynamic extensibility and conﬁgurability for CADLIVE,
where components and reactions in RREs can be readily
added, removed or exchanged among various systems.
Due to the high readability of the data architecture, many
applications (http://sbw.kgi.edu/) can be available for
CADLIVE. This protocol gives CADLIVE the capability
to plug-in many application modules through the RREs.
CADLIVE has a great potential to integrate many
network data and application software and will develop
one of the most advanced and comprehensive tools for
biological simulators.
The CADLIVE system is rapidly growing a compre-
hensive computational tool that consists of various
application modules: the GUI network constructor
(this article), the database that registers RREs, the
pathway search module for virtual knockout mutants
(this article), the network layout module that automati-
cally draws biochemical networks from RREs (18),
the dynamic simulator that automatically converts bio-
chemical network maps into mathematical models,
PAGE 9 OF 10 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35,No. 20 e134simulating and analyzing them (17), an integrator module
for heterogeneous biological information(19). Once
a biochemical network map is provided, the CADLIVE
system analyzes its static and dynamic features eﬀectively.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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